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responsible metrics



This afternoon

• Statistical outliers, sample size, and uncertainty in bibliometrics
• What does correlation mean?
• Some common inferential pitfalls

• Correlation, causation and inference
• Confirmatory bias
• Ecological fallacy

• Practical issues in responsible metrics
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Acta Crystallographica A 

Abstract
“An account is given of the development of the SHELX system of 
computer programs from SHELX-76 to the present day. This paper could 
serve as a general literature citation when one or more of the open-
source SHELX programs are employed in the course of a crystal structure 
examination”.
George M. Sheldick, A short history of SHELX, Acta Crystallographica Section A (2008) 64(1): 112-122.



Beware small samples



Which institution has the best performance?
n=600 outputs

Citations per 
output

Institution A 37.7

Institution B 45.3

Institution C 16.6

Institution D 24.0



Which institution has the best performance?
n=600 outputs with 95% confidence intervals

Citations per 
output

95% CI

Institution A 37.7 [29.1 - 46.3]

Institution B 45.3 [25.8 - 64.8]

Institution C 16.6 [12.5 - 20.6]

Institution D 24.0 [18.2 - 29.8]

A-B p =0.43



Which institution has the best performance?
n=600 outputs with 95% confidence intervals

Citations per 
output

95% CI

Institution A 37.7 [29.1 - 46.3]

Institution B 45.3 [25.8 - 64.8]

Institution C 16.6 [12.5 - 20.6]

Institution D 24.0 [18.2 - 29.8]



Which institution has the best performance?
n=600 outputs (left) and 60 outputs (right) with 95% confidence intervals



Interim conclusions

• Desktop bibliometrics are `easy’
• Try to think how people will actually understand your data
• Document everything: why did you make the choices you did?
• Look hard at the raw data, especially for extreme outliers (one rare 

event can make a huge difference)
• How does applying confidence intervals change the story?
• Avoid overselling supplier data and impressing your boss (or keep 

your job?)
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Positive correlation

As one set of values increases, 
the other set tends to increase

Can you think of any examples?



Negative correlation

As one set of values increases, 
the other set tends to decrease

Can you think of any examples?



No correlation

A change in values in one set does 
not affect change in the other set

Can you think of any examples?



Measuring correlation

• Pearson’s correlation coefficient
• Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient (rho)
We recommend using Spearman’s rho in most bibliometric settings because it is 
less sensitive to outliers – but your data must be monotonic:



Interpreting Spearman’s rho

-1 A perfect negative linear relationship

-0.7 A strong negative relationship

-0.5 A moderate negative relationship

-0.3 A weak negative relationship

0 No linear relationship

+0.3 A weak positive relationship

+0.5 A moderate positive relationship

+0.7 A strong positive relationship

+1 A perfect positive linear relationship



Correlation and causality

• Direct causation (A causes B)



Correlation and causality

• Direct causation (A causes B)
• Reverse causation (B causes A)



Correlation and causality

• Direct causation (A causes B)
• Reverse causation (B causes A)
• Cyclic causation (A causes B and B causes A)



Correlation and causality

• Direct causation (A causes B)
• Reverse causation (B causes A)
• Cyclic causation (A causes B and B causes A)
• A third factor C (the common-causal variable) causes both A and B



Correlation and causality

• Direct causation (A causes B)
• Reverse causation (B causes A)
• Cyclic causation (A causes B and B causes A)
• A and B are have a common cause, C, but do not cause each other
• There is no connection between A and B, it’s just a co-incidence





Refresh

• Correlation is when two factors (or variables) are related, but one 
does not necessarily cause the other

• Causation is when one factor (or variable) causes another



https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/07/03/upshot/a-quick-puzzle-to-test-your-problem-solving.html?WT.mc_id=2015-KWP-AUD_DEV&WT.mc_ev=click&ad-keywords=AUDDEVREMARK&kwp_0=22769&kwp_4=152993&kwp_1=162996&_r=0
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/07/03/upshot/a-quick-puzzle-to-test-your-problem-solving.html?WT.mc_id=2015-KWP-AUD_DEV&WT.mc_ev=click&ad-keywords=AUDDEVREMARK&kwp_0=22769&kwp_4=152993&kwp_1=162996&_r=0


Confirmatory bias



Confirmatory bias



Ecological fallacy

A logical fallacy where inferences about the 
nature of individuals are deduced from 
characteristics of the groups to which they 
belong.

The graphs opposite show cites per article 
per year (y) for four researchers against 
journal impact factors (x).



Towards responsible metrics

• Look at the raw data: there is nothing like visualising the data to realise you’ve 
made a major mistake in data collection.  Also, looking at the data will alert you to 
any extreme statistical outliers or other interesting features.

• Ensure transparency and replicability: we have make a lot of subjective decisions 
when producing a bibliometric report (did we include self-citations, for 
example?).  So document your analyses fully  - take the `73 bus test’ - and archive 
your raw data for future reference.  Don’t relegate this information to an annex or 
end notes where it won’t be read.

• Always use normalised indicators for comparative purposes – and state the 
field(s) used

• Be careful when comparing outputs over time: databases are constantly 
evolving: scope, coverage and data collection methodologies may change.  Are 
you measuring real change or editorial decisions?



Towards responsible metrics

• Manage uncertainty: we generally work with data where even medium-sized 
samples need to be interpreted within wide confidence intervals.  This means 
that indicators based on mean ratio data (like average FWCI) often do not provide 
any real evidence of differences between two sets of outputs.  This needs to be 
explicitly acknowledged.

• Beware ecological fallacies: don’t fall into the trap of projecting group 
characteristics on to an individual.

• Acknowledge confirmatory bias: often the pressure is on to provide data to 
support a given management position.  Follow Darwin’s example and consider 
evidence that does not support that position – or even contradicts it.



Towards responsible metrics

• Do not confuse correlation and causation: scholarly communication covers a 
hugely complex set of activities, so even hypothesising causality may be dubious, 
let alone `proving’ it. Be as neutral as possible in your use of language.

• Be realistic about how much effort to put in: what are the consequential risks if 
the information you provide is invalid or is interpreted inappropriately?  How high 
are the stakes?

• Think about presentation: keep things simple, clear and to the point – do not 
over burden the reader.



Towards responsible metrics

• Do not produce stuff like this … EVER
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